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The study of active geophysical systems e.g. extreme atmospheric phenomena, in particular, is 

usually associated with great difficulties. First of all, the complexity of the problem is explained, 

by size of the phenomena: the values of physical parameters that characterize active atmosphere, 

vary by more than 12 orders of magnitude from the atomic distances relevant to the processes of 

static-charge accumulation of the storm cloud and embrace tens and hundreds of kilometers, 

covering lightning discharges and air movements throughout the storm system. The large-scale 

nature of atmospheric phenomena that reflects their complexity provides a key to understanding 

their basic relations. The fact is that according to the field measurements data, large-scale 

dynamics of the active atmosphere is often presented in a universal form of scaling, when the 

phenomenon is characterized by self-similarity property in fairly wide range of time-space 

intervals. The self-similarity is typical for large-scale electric structure of thundercloud and for 

morphology of lightning discharge and its electromagnetic emission. Time-space scaling is 

evidenced in strong correlations that decrease as a power function, which is typical for critical 

phenomena. Therefore, the qualitative dynamics of thundercloud gives impression of self-

organizing and self-adjusting critical mode. The phenomena of such kind were commonly named 

as systems with self-organized criticality. In self-organized criticality mode the system becomes 

complex in the sense that it does not have a typical single event size: there is neither a temporal 

nor a linear scale that controls evolution of the system. Although the dynamic response of the 

system is complex, its simplified behavior is that its statistical properties are described in certain 

range of parameters by simple power functions. The latter makes it relevant to use modern 

methods of fractal geometry in study of lightning. This paper describes fractal approach 

development in two aspects. First, to process the field experimental data conducted by both 

Russian and foreign partners the latest fractal analysis tools are used. Here, fractal features of 

data of high-frequency lightning mapping and data of spatial distribution of regional lightning 

activity are used as examples. Second, the idea of fractal represents the basis for simulation of 

discharge dynamics phenomena as a mathematical language of self-organized criticality concept. 

For illustration there were presented the original results of lightning discharge simulation. The 

paper includes discussion of future perspectives for use of fractal paradigm in the key problems 

of atmospheric electricity. 
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